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Abstract 
Now days Cloud computing environment is very emerging where 
resources are shared among various clients and it is very important 
for system provider to allocate the necessary resources for the clients 
according to their need. This new emerging technology gives user 
more convenience for data but is has some disadvantage that, users 
fears of losing control of their own data. Data will be financial and 
health data can become a significant barrier to the wide adoption of 
cloud services. Now days Cloud based services provide much 
efficient and easy ways for sharing data on the cloud. The main thing 
is that data owners does not longer have data makes it very difficult 
to assure data confidentiality and to provide secure data sharing in 
the cloud. As cloud provides so many advantages this will remain a 
major limitation that acts as a barrier to the wider deployment of 
cloud based services. Introducing accountability feature in cloud 
computing environment is one of the possible ways for ensuring trust 
scenario. The Cloud computing environment requires distributed 
accountability for dynamic environments. So many users today using 
cloud services for business purpose but they are scaring to lose 
his/her information. Data owner stores user data on cloud, he must 
give confirmation to user that his/her data is safe on cloud. In this 
paper we provide efficient methodology to track usage of data using 
accountability. Accountability is nothing but checking of 
authorization policies for data access and it is important for 
transparent data access. In this we present a methodology for 
automatic logging mechanisms using JAR programming which 
improves security and privacy of data in cloud. This mechanism is 
used by data owner to know his/her data is handled as per his 
requirement or service level agreement. We present a new algorithm 
to enhance the security of data. 
 
Keywords: cloud computing, jar, accountability, security, 
information54 accountability frame-work. 
 
. 

1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is right now highly scalable services to be easily 
consumed over the Internet on an as needed basis [1] [2]. An 
important feature of the cloud services is that users data is usually 
processed remotely in unknown machines that users do not own or 
operate [4]. In Cloud computing huge groups of remote servers are 
networked to allow communication. In many business applications 
Cloud computing is used. It is a new model for providing business 
and IT services [5]. Data accountability is the main feature of cloud 

used for data sharing in the cloud framework. Addition to this user 
has knowledge of data usage on cloud. So, we propose an efficient 
highly decentralized Information Accountability Framework.  
 Addition to this we have to ensure authentication and integrity of 
JAR files for data sharing in the cloud. We provide security 
appliance like logging mechanism also provide authentication for 
user, authorization and improving the security of JAR files during 
data sharing on cloud [3]. The data processed on clouds are often 
used by another clients, it causes to a number of issues related to 
accountability, including the personal information of the user. 
Because, of these issues user have concern while using cloud 
services for various uses. To avoid users concerns, it is essential to 
provide an effective mechanism for users to monitor the usage of 
their data in the cloud [10].  
  For example, users have knowledge about his data, he able to 
ensure that their data are handled according to the service level 
agreements made at the time they sign on for services in the cloud. In 
this, we present the efficient method for automatically logging any 
access to the data in the cloud together with an auditing mechanism. 
This method where data owner is audits his content [17] [21]. Data 
owner also provides strong back-end protection if needed. One of the 
main features of our work is that it enables the data owner to audit 
even those copies of its data that were made without his knowledge. 
For data sharing on cloud [8], we are going to provide authentication 
and ensure the integrity of JAR files by using SHA algorithm. We 
propose our approach to verify the integrity of the JRE and the 
authentication of JARs. 

2. Literature Survey 

A. Ashwini.N.S,Mrs Tamilarasi, Distributed Accountability 
and Auditing In Cloud [19]. 

In this paper author presents a framework for distributed 
accountability and auditing mechanism which is used to 
protect users data and also monitor the actual usage of data in 
the cloud. In this logging mechanism is provided for the users 
data with access policies and for data access ensures 
authentication. This mechanism is used for data owner to 
know his/her data is accessed as per his access policies. 
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Distributed auditing mechanism is considered and information 
of the user is collected simultaneously in-order to monitor the 
usage of data. 
 

B. H.Arun1, R.Nilam2, R.Namrata3, S.Purva4, Review on 
Techniques to Ensure Distributed Accountability for Data 
Sharing in the Cloud [6]. 

In this author present a review on Cloud Information 
accountability. The CIA framework has automated logging 
and distributed auditing mechanism to access the data carried 
out by using cloud service provider using programmable 
capabilities of JAR. 

 

C. Md Masoom Rabbani, Enhancing Accountability for 
Distributed Data Sharing in the Cloud [9]. 

In this proposed accountability mechanisms to address 
privacy issue of end users and then develop a privacy 
manager. Here basic idea is that the users private data are sent 
to the Cloud storage in an encrypted form and the processing 
is done on the encrypted data. The output of the processing is 
decrypted by the privacy manager to reveal the correct result. 
The main issue with the privacy manager is it only gives 
minimum security to the users data. Once it is decrypted it 
does not guarantee the safety of the data. 
 

D. Prema Mani1, Theresa Jose2, Janahanlal Stephen3,Cloud 
Security and Data Integrity with Client Accountability 
Frame-work[7]. 

According to the author, Data owner should be assured of the 
integrity of data in the cloud by the prevention of a client 
outsourcing the same data from the cloud. Client side security 
is to be ensured by the use of an algorithm which should have 
the properties such as: 

 
• Unique identifiability based on every different file 

even by one bit.  
• Repeatability of the above unique identity for the 

same input ID of the client.  
• Irreversibility property should be satisfied that the 

unique identity does not lead to the file of origin in 
the cloud.  

 

E. Snehal Suryawanshi, Anant M. Bagade, Distributed 
Account-ability for Data Sharing in Cloud [8]. 

In this, author going to provide a technique which will audit 
data in cloud. Here accountability extends in such a way that 
proposes one mechanism which keeps use of data transparent. 
Data owner get all the information about usage of his data. 
This approach supports of accountability in distributed 
environment, Data owner not to fear about data loss. Data is 

handled according to service level agreement and his data is 
safe on cloud. 
 

2.1 Proposed Approach Framework And Design  

A. Problem Definition 
To develop an application for data sharing on cloud with 
security we propose a method. In the literature we have 
studied different methods for data sharing on cloud, however 
each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. To 
extend existing techniques by introducing the Information 
Account-ability Framework (IAF) ensure the distributed 
accountability so that user can share the data on the cloud. To 
provide security mechanism like logging mechanism, 
authentication, authorization and enhancing the security of 
JAR files during data sharing. To improve the results while 
sharing files on cloud and to enhance the security of data 
proposing a new methodology, which outcomes the better 
results than existing methodology. We claim the efficiency in 
order to sharing data on cloud securely. 
. 

B. Proposed Architecture and Design 
Figure 1 shows an efficient approach for data sharing on 
cloud, cloud Information Accountability (CIA) framework 
which is based on the information accountability. Here we 
showed the proposed system architecture. Information ac-
accountability ensures data sharing on cloud transparent and 
track able [14] [15]. An important feature of the CIA frame-
work is its ability of maintaining lightweight and powerful 
accountability. In this we have combination of access control, 
data usage control and authentication features together. CIA is 
used by data owners to track the service-level agreements and 
also accomplish access and usage control rules as needed 
associated with the accountability feature [18].  

C. Proposed Algorithm Details 
In our system we proposed a SHA-3 algorithm to enhance the 
security. Secure Hash Function-3 algorithm uses sponge 
construction for the hash functions.SHA-3 hash function op-
eration consists of mainly three states: initialization, absorbing 
and squeezing. In the initialization phase simply the initializa-
tion of state matrix (A) with all zeros. Next, in the absorbing 
phase each r-bit wide block of the message is XORed with the 
current matrix state in which 24 rounds of the compression 
functions are performed. And at last squeezing phase the state 
matrix is simply truncated to the desired length of hash output. 

 
As Let S, be a system such that, 
S = fs, e, X, Y, T, fme, DD, NDD, Ffriend, MEMshared, 

CPUCoreCnt, g 
Where, 
S– Proposed System 
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s– Initial state at Thiniti i.e. constructor of a class. 
– Jar Creation (). 
e– End state of destructor of a class. 
– Jar Access by using Log (). X– Input of System  
– Input data Log  

A log record takes the following form: 
rk = (id, action, T, loc, h((id, action, T, loc)ri-lrl),sig) 

Where 
rk = log record 
id = user identification 
action = perform on user’s data t = Time at location loc 
loc = Location 
h((id, action, T, loc)ri-lrl) = checksum component sig = 

Signature of record by server 
Y– Output of System 
– Send merged log to the users 
T– Set of serialized steps to be performed in system cycle. 

fme– Main algorithm resulting into outcome Y, mainly focus 
on success defend for the solution. SHA Algorithm used in 
proposed approach. 

DD– Deterministic Data, it helps identifying the load-store 
function or assignment function. E.g. i= return i. Such 
function contributes in space complexity. 

 NDD- Non Deterministic Data of the system to be solved. 
This is computing function or CPU Time for execution. 
Ffriend– Set of random variables.  

MEMshared– Memory required processing all these 
operations, memory will allocated to every running process. 
CPUCoreCnt– More the number of count doubles the speed 
and performance. 

– Null value if any. 
 

3. Table and Figure 

3.1 Table 

Table 1: Expected Results 

 Avg(ms) Min(ms) Max(ms) 
Overall 350.00 250.30 455.11 

Response    
Time    
Data 0.37 0.08 0.78 
Processing    
Time    

 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Proposed System 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

The In this paper we present the efficient method for 
automatically logging any access to the data in the cloud 
together with an auditing mechanism. In this data can audits 
his content. Data owner also provides strong back-end 
protection if needed. One of the main features of our work is 
that it enables the data owner to audit even those copies of its 
data that were made without his knowledge. In the related 
works even though the accountability feature is considered the 
security mechanism has not that much importance or having 
less priority. We introduce an enhanced security framework 
that can provide the accountability feature which is one of the 
most important requirements for cloud based services along 
with added security features like content integrity verification 
and JAR authentication. This framework has advantages over 
the existing in such a way that security and privacy related 
issues in a cloud computing scenario. In this way, we are 
going to enhance the security of JAR files using Secure Hash 
Algorithm (SHA) while data is being shared on the cloud. . 
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